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This is art by Katsushika Hokusai
Majestic and beautiful, many artists and writers have tried to

capture the brilliance and power of the snow-capped summit. The
most well-known is Katsushika Hokusai’s woodblock print series,

36 Views of Mount Fuji (1830-32). By pairing the mountain with
scenes from everyday life in nineteenth century Japan, Hokusai’s

art gives us an important message. Whilst life changes, Fuji
stands still.

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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A 'stamp' can be
made from anything.
A peice of celery, a
shaped peice of Blue
Tack stuck on a board.
Play with things. What
works well. 

Experiment!!

COLLOGRAPHS 

Exploring Print with
'Found Materials.'

Cardboard with textures
White Card x 2
Card for painting your
final piece on after
planning your print.
Card

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

 You can try this out with textures
stuck onto a board. I have given
you string and rubber bands to
try out.

You are going to need :
Somewhere to paint.
Any 'found' materials with a
texture. E.g.

Bubble wrap
Lace
Lego Blocks

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

the rubber bands
. 

 AT  F IRST  TRY

These might take some
practice to get the amount of
paint right.

DO YOU HAVE A

PR INT ?
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Choose a simple shape and
see if you can make it with
string. Use the glue stick

straight onto the board and
shape the string over your

pencil lines.

EXPLORATION  SHEET

Find some patterns from around the room and
sketch them here



Experiment....
.



Can you use the string stamp to imprint onto the clay? 
Make your clay into a cube  or a circle and flatten out. Press
your new stamp onto the clay. This is air drying terracotta so it
can be painted with an acrylic paint after drying.

Imprinting 
'stamping' 

to clay

Remember to share your work to ...
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